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As consumption habits shift, brands 
require media ubiquity

The average consumer 
sees c. 3,000 brand 
impressions daily. 

Media are converging and will 
continue to. Brands are 
challenged to intercept elusive 
customers, regardless of 
medium, channel, or time of day.
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Digital paid, owned, and earned media

o Display, banner ads

o Sponsored posts, ads

o PPC ads

o Pay per post blogging

o Website

o Microsites

o Blogs



Now, let’s define Converged Media

o Two or more channels of paid, earned, 
and owned media. 

o Consistent storyline, look, and feel. 

o All channels work in concert, enabling 
brands to reach customers throughout 
the customer journey 



What does this look like on Facebook?
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What does this look like on Twitter?
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Converged Media example: earned + paid

paid

Bazaarvoice deploys paid ads with 
earned user ratings and reviews. 
Microsoft advertises with 
transparency; shoppers click to 
learn more from their peers. 

earned



McKel Hill’s “Nutrition Stripped” 
blog



McKel Hill’s “Nutrition Stripped” 
Instagram



McKel Hill’s “Nutrition Stripped” 
Facebook (70k followers)



McKel Hill’s “Nutrition Stripped” 
Twitter



How Successful 
Bloggers & Brands 
Deploy Converged Media 



The Great Fitness Experiment

In addition to writing books and blogging on her own site, Charlotte blogs 
for Huffington Post. She’s a paid contributor to Redbook, Shape, Yahoo!, 
BlogHer and iVillage. Her work has also appeared in dozens of other 
websites, magazines and newspapers and she has a sequel book deal.



Glidden Paint employs a wide palette of 
channels, Converging Media for a 
streamlined brand experience



Sharpie lets its fans do the copywriting, 
then promotes their tweets as ads

Targeting teens interested in creativity and 
self-expression, Sharpie used Promoted 
Tweets. Through Promoted Accounts, they 
attracted an artistic following whose tweets 
were turned into Promoted Tweets. The 
campaign helped Sharpie increase its 
following 6X at 1,000 followers per day.  



Mark Sisson’s Primal brand



Mark Sisson’s Primal brand



Mark Sisson’s Primal Blueprint products



Mark Sisson’s Primal Blueprint products



The New York Giants bring social events to 
owned venues, generating earned buzz

NY Giants were the first pro sports team to integrate live tweets 
into offline events (stadium, TV) and online (poll, Q&A, e-
commerce tie-in). Tying in social content and voting with real-
time events generated an increase in e-commerce sales, a 127% 
increase in Twitter followers, and huge brand amplification and 
awareness for related campaigns.  



Nike crowdsources input for customized 
shoe designs, merges media online and off

Nike launched the NikeID campaign (store, mobile app, 
community, etc.) to enable customers to design their own 
shoe and purchase it directly on their mobile devices. Earned 
input inspires owned assets (including the product itself!), 
driving paid ads, online and off— including interactive 
billboard experience in Times Square. 



Enterprise Tech company pays bloggers 
and influencers to ignite earned, drive 
traffic to owned

1.1m 
social interactions

128
pieces of content 

created by influencers 

24
influencers commissioned 

to create content

the company paid influencers 
to share content

Across their 
networks 

9,314 
average actions per 

piece of content



Native advertising



Converged Media 
Success Criteria



Failing to integrate paid, owned and 
earned media types creates a 
disadvantage

o Fragmented messaging, inconsistent branding

o Redundant efforts, no communication/ collaboration

o Departments and channels competing for budget

o Low audience engagement/advocacy

o Convergence begins to occur in traditional media 



We identified 11 criteria to successful 
Converged Media deployment



Strategy: 
Understand Converged Media  

First possess an understanding 
of the changing forces of 
converged media:

◦ Emerging practices

◦ Content types

◦ Technologies

◦ Channels

◦ News, media, current events

◦ Behavioral trends

◦ Other trends specific to audience



Strategy: 
Plan a stable foundation  

Two legs (or media channels) 
may hold up the converged 
media strategy, but stability and 
balance is achieved when 
design incorporates all three.

◦ Deploy all three media type in harmony, 
integrating each to instruct the next 

◦ The insights that come with analyzing 
earned instruct where to amplify using 
paid and where to innovate in owned

◦ Owned media provides the platform upon 
which earned and paid can exist and is 
foundational to the brand presence and 
messaging, which inspires earned

◦ Paid media helps drive volume to owned
and earned channels, and ultimately what 
amplifies the brand message.



Organization: 
Ability to achieve earned at scale

Earned is the most difficult medium 
to achieve, particularly at a 
significant scale. Essential both to 
build and nurture earned media is:

◦ Content strategy, consistent brand 
messaging

◦ Listening & measurement tools

◦ Publishing tools

◦ Inter-agency/ vendor communication

◦ A fundamentally agile approach

◦ An ongoing effort



Organization: 
Align teams & departments

Brands MUST overcome the cultural 
silos that exist internal to the 
organization, aligning in a number 
of historically autonomous areas:

◦ Ownership/ governance

◦ Communication

◦ Collaboration/ creative design

◦ Campaign goals

◦ Budget 



Organization: 
Align agencies & vendors

Each will have individual areas of 
specialization and expertise, yet full-
picture visibility is essential for all 
partner companies. Brands must 
play moderator and facilitate:

◦ Communication

◦ Collaboration/ creative design

◦ Campaign goals, KPIs

◦ Performance incentives 



Production: 
Aligned content / creative across channels

Design, voice, message, 
branding, and other creative 
elements must be consistent:

◦ Agreement/ alignment across 
stakeholders from day one

◦ Across all channels and touchpoints

◦ Singular brand message, no matter 
the media

◦ Natural extension of organizational 
and partner alignment



Production: 
Real-time capabilities

To be effective in converged 
media is to be agile. Brands 
must enable:

◦ Proper labor resources

◦ Proper tools 

◦ Stakeholder buy-in

◦ Communication channels between 
stakeholders

◦ Content marketing strategy

◦ Empowerment to act, particularly in 
earned media 



Production: 
Channel flexible

The empowered and dynamic 
customer has choices in how 
they consume; brands must 
extend presence across:

◦ Multiple channels, platforms

◦ Multiple touchpoints

◦ Not just mainstream channels, 
instead following their customers

◦ Demographic-specific hang-outs



Production: 
Influencer relations

In the digital age, brands 
cannot ignore influencers who 
can amplify the message 
(positive or negative) across 
all media types:

◦ Touting or shaming product/ service 
in unprompted earned setting

◦ Acting as the voice of a paid 
campaign

◦ Offering guidance or advice on 
owned platforms

◦ Influencers are key to helping build 
earned at scale



Analysis: 
Social listening / analysis of crowd

Social listening, monitoring and 
measurement are key for 
substantiating agility. Brands must:

◦ Have systems and process in place to listen, 
measure, respond

◦ Let conversation instruct creative design, 
strategy

◦ Use insights to be proactive

◦ Allow insights to facilitate personalization/ 
resonance



Analysis: 
System for identifying & measuring KPIs

Metrics are the foundation from 
which investment potential is 
established, understood, 
optimized, and realized:

◦ The system for identifying KPIs must 
instruct the ongoing measurement itself

◦ Metrics should be established at the 
outset…but can evolve

◦ Metrics may shift based on segment, 
platform, campaign assets, goals, even 
cultural events, etc. 



Workflow: Coordinating 
Paid + Owned + Earned



Execution Workflow: Coordinating 
paid, owned, and earned as one 
orchestration



Putting the 
Pieces Together



We asked brands, agencies and 
vendors to rate the maturity of 
the Converged Media…

Respondent 
Group

Average 
(1-5)

ALL 1.95

Brands 2.18

Vendors 1.72

Agencies 2.08

Respondents rated the maturity of the Paid, Earned and Owned space 
on a scale of 1-5, where 1 is Very Immature and 5 is Very Mature. 



Summary

o converged is here. Facebook and Twitter ads are proof. Those 
who take advantage now will have an edge.

o it's not easy. Immense internal change must occur as lines blur, 
both internally and with agency partners

o leverage data and platforms that propel campaigns forward 
by aggregating ad data, content and social, then derive analytics.

o converged media is rapidly bleeding into offline channels and also 
creates demand for real-time marketing capabilities

o as consumer gadgets, devices and media channels proliferate, 
this will only become more complicated



Thank you!

Rebecca Lieb
rebecca@kaleidoinsights.com

Disclaimer: Although the information and data used in this report have been produced and processed from sources believed to be reliable, no warranty 
expressed or implied is made regarding the completeness, accuracy, adequacy or use of the information.  The authors and contributors of the information 
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